EXAMEN INGLÉS EvAU JUNIO 2017
SOLUCIONES OPCIÓN A
1.- Are the following statements TRUE or FALSE? Copy the evidence from the
text. No marks are given for only TRUE or FALSE.
a) False “… Well, help could be at hand from a watch that gives a warning buzz…”
b) False “The prototype focuses on the wearer,…”
2.- In your own words and based on the ideas in the text, answer the following
questions. Do not copy from the text.
a) This new watch needs some physiological data to analyse such as : heart rate,
blood pressure, temperature and movement.
b) This invention might be helpful in different social situations, for instance in a job
interview.
Some people with mental illnesses such as autism or Asperger’s syndrome could be
helped to manage emotions.
3.- Find the words in the text that mean:
a) way (paragraph 1) – manner
b) gadget (paragraph 1) – device
c) trainer (paragraph 3) – coach
d) achieve good results (paragraph 3) – succeed
4.- Complete the following sentences. Use the appropriate form of the word in
brackets when given.
a) Although / most
b) were / what
c) matches / is put
d) I asked the girl what else she had bought.

OPCIÓN B
1.- Are the following statements TRUE or FALSE? Copy the evidence from the
text. No marks are given for only TRUE or FALSE.
a) True “…activities like dancing, laughing and singing, they found that feel-good
chemicals called endorphins were released in the brain, leading to increased pain
tolerance.”
b) True “They also had increased feelings of group bonding. “
2.- In your own words and based on the ideas in the text, answer the following
questions. Do not copy from the text.
a) The pain test consists of crouching with your back against a wall so as to measure
your tolerance to pain; the longer you sustain the position, the higher your tolerance
is.
b) Watching dramatic films may be good for you for two reasons, first of all your pain
tolerance increases and the sense of connection among people is heightened.
3.- Find the words in the text that mean:
a) set off (paragraph 1) – trigger
b) problematic (paragraph 2) – troubled
c) measure (paragraph 2) – gauge
d) attractive (paragraph 3) – appealing
4.- Complete the following sentences. Use the appropriate form of the word in
brackets when given.
a) which / than
b) luckiest / had won
c) going / stay
d) Mary wanted to know if Doug could meet her at the cinema

